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Abstract
In this work, we investigate the effective parameters of elasticmetamaterial thin plates.Wefind that
the out-of-plane rotational resonances can lead to a resonant behavior in the effective bending stiffness
ofmetamaterial thin plates, which provides a route to tune the effective bending stiffness
independently, frompositive to negative values, and even infinity. By using resonant frequency
analysis formetamaterial plates with different sizes, we have verified the resonant nature of the
effective bending stiffness.Moreover, by designing a new type of elasticmetamaterial plate with
enhancedmoment of inertia, we demonstrate a convenient way to tune the frequency regime of
negative bending stiffness to overlapwith that of negativemass density, and thus realize a band of
negative group velocity.With the effectivemass density and bending stiffness being independently
tunable, the resonance properties of the elasticmetamaterial thin plate can be engineered efficiently.
Ourwork demonstrates a unique approach formanipulatingflexural waves in elasticmetamaterial
thin plates.

Introduction

In the past few decades,metamaterials have been extensively investigated due to their unprecedented
capability to control the propagation of electromagnetic, acoustic, and elastic waves.Metamaterials
homogenized as effectivemedia can exhibit exotic effectivematerial parameters far beyond naturalmaterials.
For acoustic and elasticmetamaterials, exotic parameters have been widely investigated, such as negative
mass density [1–5], negative bulkmodulus [6–8], negative shearmodulus [9], extreme anisotropy [10–13],
hybrid properties [14–16], etc. These unprecedented properties give rise to novel phenomena and
applications such as low-frequency blocking [17, 18], negative refraction [19–21], cloaking [22–28], perfect
absorption [29–34], acoustic impedancematching effect [35], mode conversion [9, 36] and topological effects
[37–40], etc. The development in acoustic and elasticmetamaterials significantly enriches the physics and
may have important implications in acoustics, structuralmechanics, architecture, seismology and other
disciplines in the future.

Interestingly, in special geometric bodies composed of elasticmetamaterials, such asmetamaterial beams or
metamaterial plates, some newphenomena absent in the bulk elasticmetamaterialsmay appear. For instance, in
a recent experimental study on a beam structure composed of elasticmetamaterials [15], besides the unusual
transmission behaviors such as forbidden transverse or longitudinal waves, which also exist in bulkmedia [14], a
unique vibrational property denoted as the torsional band gapwas also observed, which is a unique
phenomenon in the beamgeometry. For flexural waves in elastic thin plates, themost important parameter
besides themass density per area m is the bending stiffnessD (also denoted asflexural rigidity). Thewave
equation of the flexural waves in elastic thin plates is
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Here,w is the deflectionof the thinplate. For ahomogeneous elastic thinplate, the bending stiffness canbeobtained

as =
n-( )

D ,Eh

12 1
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2 inwhichE is theYoung’smodulus, v is thePoisson’s ratio of thematerial andh is the thickness of

the thinplate. Therefore, in previous researches on elasticmetamaterial thinplates andbeams, the tunability of the
bending stiffness is usually controlled by changing theYoung’smodulus [22, 41–46].However, since in the beam
configuration, the bending stiffness is defined asD=EI, where I is the secondmoment of area of the beam’s cross-
section,which is related to themoment of inertia. This indicates that engineering themoment of inertia of
metamaterialmay give another approach for efficiently controlling the effective bending stiffness of the thinplate.

In thiswork,we investigate the effectiveparameters of elasticmetamaterial thinplates. The elasticmetamaterial
thinplatewith its unit cell structure is shown infigure1. Suchamembrane-mass structure is known for exhibiting
negative effectivemassdensitydue todipolar resonances [5]. Interestingly,we showthat the effective bending stiffness
of the thinplate canbe controlled independently andefficiently, by tuning theout-of-plane rotational resonance
insteadof thedipolar resonance, because such rotational resonances can lead to resonantbehaviors in the effective
momentof inertia. Inorder toprove this argument,wehaveperformed resonant frequency analysis for elastic
metamaterial thinplateswithdifferent sizes. Indeed,weobserve a resonantbehavior in the effective bending stiffness,
which canvary frompositive tonegative values andevenapproach infinity.The resonant frequencies can thusbe
efficiently predicted andcontrolledby the effectiveparameters. In a secondexample,wehave replaced the central steel
platewithplatinumcylinderswith a suitable length.As a result, theout-of-plane rotational resonance is significantly
enhanced and the frequency regimeofnegativebending stiffness is shifted lower tooverlapwith the regimeofnegative
massdensity.Anegativeband is realizeddue todoublenegativity.Ourworkdemonstrates an efficient and systematic
method to control the effective bending stiffness via out-of-plane rotational resonances insteadofmodulus.With the
effectivemassdensity andbending stiffness bothbeing independently controllable, advancedmanipulationofflexural
waves in elastic thinplates is thuspossible.

Figure 1. Illustration of the elasticmetamaterial thin plate and its unit cell.
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Results

Without loss of generality, we consider amembrane-mass-type thin plate, as shown infigure 1. The plate is
composed of a square lattice ofmetamaterial units. The unit cell is an epoxy thin plate embeddedwith a circular
membrane of silicone rubber and a circular plate of steel which is placed at the center of themembrane. The
lattice constant is set to be =a 5 cm.The steel plate has a radius of =r 1 cm.1 The outer radius of the rubber
membrane is =r 1.5 cm.2 The three components have the same thickness of h=0.5 cm. The thin plate lies in
the xy-planewith its normal direction defined as the z-axis. Thematerial parameters are taken to bemass density
ρ=7850 kg m−3, the Young’smodulus E=180 GPa, Poisson ratio ν=0.25 for the steel; ρ=1245 kg m−3,
E=3.3 MPa, ν=0.477 for the silicone rubber; and ρ=1130 kg m−3,E=3.8 GPa, ν=0.35 for the epoxy.

Wefirst calculate theband structure for such ametamaterial thinplatewith infinite size. Infigure 2(a), the solid
line dispersion curve is numerically calculatedbyfinite element analysiswith commercial softwareCOMSOL
Multiphysics.Weobserve the following phenomena fromfigure 2(a). Firstly, there are twobulk shear branches
(red andblack curves), the other one is a longitudinal branch (blue curve). The y-polarized shear and longitudinal
branches have linear dispersions, but the z-polarized shear branchhas a quadratic dispersion in thequasi-static
limit, which is consistentwith the elastic theory of thinplates. Secondly, there are twoband gaps for the z-polarized
shear branch. The larger gap (337–546 Hz) and the smaller gap (600–620Hz) are bothmarked indark gray.
Thirdly, besides the shear and longitudinal branches, there exist three resonantmodes (RMs) (green curves) in the
band structure. Aswe shall demonstrate, the y- and x-polarizedout-of-planeRMsare important in controlling the
bending stiffness of the thin plate.

Thefield distributions of the RMs at theГ point are plotted infigures 2(c)–(f), respectively. Here, the color
represents the amplitudes of displacements (blue/red for small/big values) and the arrows show the
displacement vectors directly. The eigenstates infigure 2(c) ( f=620 Hz),figure 2(d) ( f=621 Hz) and
figure 2(e) ( f=684 Hz) correspond to RMswhose rotational axes are the y-axis, x-axis and z-axis, respectively.
Figure 2(f) ( f=599 Hz) represents hybridizedmode at p =k a 0.9,x which is composed of y-polarized out-of-
plane RMand z-polarized shearmode. Aswe have pointed out in previous works [15], RMs can change the
effectivemoment of inertia of the thin plate. Since the bending stiffnessD is related to bothmodulus and
moment of inertia, the RMswill also have an influence on the effective bending stiffness.

In order tofind out the physical origin of the two band gaps infigure 2(a), we have calculated the band
structure for an almost equivalent elasticmetamaterial except that it is designedwith noRMs. The removing of
RMs is obtained by replacing the original steel plate infigures 1 and 2(a)with a core–shell structure, which is
shown infigure 2(b). Such a core–shell structure has exactly the sameweight as the original steel plate, but the
mass density distribution ismostly concentrated inside a very small central area (the central dark core with a
radius of 0.2 cm). The outer radius of the very light part (the yellow shell) is set to be the same as the original
structure, i.e. 1 cm.The relevantmaterial parameters are set asmass density ρ=1.8× 105 kg m−3, Young’s
modulus E=180 GPa, Poisson ratio ν=0.25 for the central dark core, and ρ=677 kg m−3, E=180 GPa,
ν=0.25 for the yellow shell.

This design could greatly reduce themoment of inertia of this unit cell, while keeping the other physical
parameters to be almost the same. The band structure of this structure is shown infigure 2(b). Obviously, the
lower band gap is almost exactly the same as that in the original structure (337–546 Hz). However, the original
higher band gap (600–620 Hz) disappears. This result clearly proves that the higher band gap in the original
structure is related to the RMs, while the lower band gap in both structures is independent of the RMs. Aswe
shall show later, the two band gaps correspond to regions of negative bending stiffness and negativemass
density, respectively.

The effectivemass density can be obtained from the eigenmodes in the artificial structurewithout the RMs
easily. Based onNewton’s second law, the effectivemass density satisfies,
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for waves propagating in the x direction.Here,Tij is the component of the stress tensor, with =i j x y z, , , .By
applying equations (2) and (3), the effectivemass density in the z direction of the elasticmetamaterial thin plate is
plotted infigure 3(a). Here, we note that only the positive values ofmass density are obtained because they are
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retrieved from the eigenmodes. However, since themass density should obey the Lorentzmodel, obviously the
mass density has a region of negative value between 337 and 546 Hz (marked by dark gray region), which is
consistent with the lower band gap. Therefore, the physical origin of the lower band gap lies in negative effective
mass density of the thin plate.

In order to prove that the out-of-plane RMswill change the effective bending stiffness of the thin plate,
we have conducted resonant frequency analysis forfinite-sized samples with different sizes. Here, we consider
the square elasticmetamaterial thin plate is simply four-side-supported. And the boundary condition of the
samples is:

==( ) ( )W a0; 4x 0

==( ) ( )W b0, 4y 0

Figure 2.The band structure and thefield distributions of themetamaterial thin plate for some specific eigenstates. (a)The band
structure of the elasticmetamaterial thin plate. Black (Red) curves highlight the z-polarized (y-polarized) shear waves, respectively.
Blue curve represents the longitudinal branch.Green curves show the resonantmodes (RMs). The band gaps for z-polarizedmodes
aremarked in gray. (b)The band structure of themetamaterial without the RMs. The proposed unit cell is shown in the lower right
corner of (b). Here, two z-polarized shear bands aremarked by black curves. Red/blue curve represents the y-polarized shear/
longitudinal branch. The dark gray region are z-polarized shear band gap. (c), (d), (e), (f)Thefield distributions of the y-, x-, and
z-polarizedRMs ( f=620 Hz, f=621 Hz and f=684 Hz) at theГ point, and the eigen-field of the hybridizedmode ( f=599 Hz) at

p =k a 0.9,x which is composed of y-polarized out-of-plane RMand z-polarized shearmode, respectively. Here, arrows indicate
displacements and color indicates amplitude (red for large and blue for small).
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whereW denotes the displacement.We choose three thin plates with different sizes (13×13/15×15/18×
18 unit cells) to investigate the resonant properties.We note that the bending stiffness,mass density, and
resonant frequencies of a four-side-supported square thin plate are related by the following equation:

w p=
+

¯
( )m n

b

D

m
. 5mn

2
2 2

2
eff

Here, wmn is the resonant frequency,m and n denote the order along the x and y directions, respectively. b is the
side length of the thin plate. Deff is the effective bending stiffness. And r=m hz

eff is themass density per
unit area.

The resonant frequency wmn can be obtained by finite element analysis using ComsolMultiphysics. The
orderm and n can be determined from the eigen-field distributions. For examples, we show two eigen-field
distributions at f=621 and 669 Hz infigures 3(c) and (e). One can clearly count thatm= 8 and n=1 for the
eigen-field of 621 Hz;m=1 and n=2 for the eigen-field of 669 Hz, respectively. Finally, by substituting the
previously obtained effectivemass density into equation (5), we can calculate the effective bending stiffness. The

Figure 3. (a)The obtained effectivemass density in the z direction as a function of the frequency is described in (a). The dark gray
region (337–546 Hz) represents the regionwith negativemass density. (b)The obtained effective bending stiffness from resonant
frequency analysis. Black/red/blue dots represent the effective bending stiffness of plate with 13×13/15×15/18×18 unit cell,
respectively. (c), (e)The eigen-field distributions ( f=621 Hz and f=669 Hz) of the elasticmetamaterial thin plate (13×13 unit
cell, b=0.65 m). (d), (f)The corresponding eigen-field distributions obtainedwith effective parameters ( f=619 Hz and
f=668 Hz).
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retrieved D1 eff is plotted infigure 3(b) for the three samples of 13×13(black dots)/15×15(red dots)/
18×18(blue dots) unit cells. Obviously, the D1 eff also obey the Lorentzmodel, and it has a negative value
between 645 and 665 Hz, inwhich there exists no resonant frequencies. It corresponds to the higher band gap in
figure 2(a), although the frequency is shifted a little due to the finite-size effect or the simply supported boundary
condition, which are nonexistent in infinite sample with periodic boundary conditions. From the regionwith
resonant frequencies, we find that the obtained D1 eff is almost the same for the three samples of different sizes.
The resonant behavior appears in D1 eff near the frequency of 620 Hz, where the RMs exist. This indicates that
the RM is indeed changing the effective bending stiffness significantly near its frequency. Such a change in
bending stiffness will also significantly change the distribution of RMs. For instance, we choose two resonant
frequencies ( f=621 Hz and f=669 Hz), the eigen-field distributions are plotted infigures 3(c) and (e).
At these two frequencies, the corresponding effectivemass density and bending stiffness can be obtained
infigures 3(a) and (b), as r = -284 kg mz

eff 3 and = -D 9.38 N m ;eff
1 r = -470 kg mz

eff 3 and =Deff
-3042.7 N m ,1 respectively. The same eigen-field distribution can be obtained for a thin plate with

r = -284 kg m 3 and = -D 9.32 N m 1 at f=619 Hz; r = -470 kg m 3 and = -D 3035 N m 1 at 668 Hz,
respectively, as shown infigures 3(d) and (f).We note that due to the very small value of D1 eff at f=669 Hz,
the RMhas very small resonant order (m=1 and n= 2).While due to the large value of D1 eff at f=621 Hz,
the RMhas relatively large resonant order (m= 8 and n=1). Clearly, the effective bending stiffness can be
tuned frompositive (belowband gap) to negative (band gap regime) and even to infinity (the upper band gap
edge). And this resonant behavior in effective bending stiffness could dramatically change the resonant
frequencies of the thin plate.

Discussion

In the above discussions, we have shown that the effective bending stiffness of elasticmetamaterial thin plate can
be controlled by out-of-plane RMs. In the following, we demonstrate an example on how to utilize this property
to engineering the propagation offlexural waves in thin plates. Specifically, we find that themoment of inertia of
the centralmass plate can be enhanced significantly by extension in the z direction. The ratio betweenmass
density andmoment of inertia can be engineered in this approach. In the following, we have added a rod
structure to the original centralmass plate, as shown in the inset graph offigure 4(a). Themoment of inertia is
much enlargedwhen the rod is relatively long. In this way, themoment of inertia can be independently tuned
with themass density. Infigure 4, we consider the case when a platinum rod is added at the center of the central
mass plate. Thematerial parameters are taken to bemass density ρ=2.145× 104 kg m−3, the Young’smodulus
E=169 GPa, Poisson ratio ν=0.38 for the platinum. The radius of the platinumcylinder is 0.1 cm and the
height is 4 cm. The outer radius of the steel (green part) is still 1 cm, but the out radius of silicone rubber (purple
part) reduces to 1.1 cm. The lattice constant is 5 cmand the plate thickness changes to 0.3 cm. Figure 4(a) shows
the calculated band structure. Clearly, there is one negative band (black dashed line, 578–685 Hz)within the
originalfirst band gap induced by the negativemass density. This is because that the enhancedmoment of inertia
due to the platinum rod reduces the resonant frequency of the bending stiffness to bewithin the first band gap.
At the same time, the reduced plate thickness and the outer radius of silicone rubber enlarges the bandwidth of
the negative bending stiffness. As a result, a negative band appears due to double negativity in bending stiffness
andmass density.

The eigen-fields can give a clear picture of the physical origin of the negative band. Thefield distributions of
some specific eigen-fields at theГpoint andwithin the negative band are shown infigures 4(b)–(d). Here, color
indicates the amplitudes of displacements (blue/red for small/big values) and the arrows show the displacement
vectors directly. The eigenstates ( f=686 Hz and f=686 Hz, at theΓ point) in figures 4(b) and (c) are clearly
rotationalmodes with x-axis and y-axis, respectively. The eigen-field ( f=631 Hz, at p =k a 0.7x ) is a
hybridized state of the y-polarized rotationalmode and the z-polarized shearmode.

In order to understand the physical origin of the negative band infigure 4(a) clearly, we have calculated the
effectivemass density in the z direction and bending stiffness as shown infigure 5.Here, the blackmarks
represent the effectivemass density in the zdirection. Redmarks are the retrieved D1 eff obtained by combining

themass density and the band structure in the dispersion relation offlexural waves w- =k 0,m

D
4 2

eff
which can

be obtained from equation (1).We can clearly see that the effectivemass density and bending stiffness are
simultaneously negative within the negative band. The effective bending stiffness crosses zero at the upper band
edge. Obviously, the negative band is induced by double negativity in bending stiffness andmass density.
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Conclusions

For conclusion, we have systematically investigated the resonant behaviors of an elasticmetamaterial thin plate.
Specifically, we prove that the effective bending stiffness of themetamaterial thin plate is closely related to the
out-of-plane rotational resonances of themetamaterial. By engineering the out-of-plane rotational resonances,
we can control the resonant behavior in the effective bending stiffness, independently with the effectivemass
density, which renders the resonant frequencies of the thin plate predictable and configurable. The effective

Figure 4.The band structure of themetamaterial with a platinumcylinder at the center and thefield distributions of themetamaterial
plate in some specific eigenstates. (a)The proposed unit cell is shown in the lower left corner of (a). Here, Black curves highlight the z-
polarized shear waves. Black dashed line represents the negative band. Red/blue curve represents the y-polarized shear/longitudinal
branch. The resonantmodes (RMs) aremarked by green curves. (b), (c), (d)The eigen-fields ( f=686 Hz, f=686 Hz) at theГ point
in the two x- and y-polarized rotational bands and the hybridizedmode eigen-field ( f=631 Hz) at p =k a 0.7x in the negative
band.Here, arrows represent displacements and color represents amplitude (blue for small and red for larger).

Figure 5. Forwaves propagate in the x direction, the components of effectivemass density in the zdirection of the negative band
(578–685 Hz) as function of frequency are described (blackmarks). The retrieved D1 eff within the negative band is also plotted (red
marks).
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bending stiffness can be tuned frompositive to negative values, and even infinity. Realization of double
negativity in bending stiffness andmass density has been shown to produce a negative bandwith negative group
velocity. Ourwork demonstrates a novel design principle in controlling flexural waves in elastic thin plates,
which could lead to important applications in acoustics andmechanical engineering.
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